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There’s a new aura of hope that permeates the sanctuary on the first Sunday of the year. Never
fails. It’s Epiphany Sunday – the reminder of the magi following the great guiding light of the
star over Bethlehem that led those wise astronomers to the feet of Jesus. It is also “Star Word”
Sunday… invited to draw your own unique word at random as a focal word to guide you into the
New Year. It’s not a magic word. It’s just a tool. It won’t do any work for you… it will demand of you
some study, focused reflection, and experimentation …
I know all of us get plenty of pressure from countless angles of our lives expecting us to perform
and achieve and perfect our lives and I’m not here to add that kind of pressure to our spiritual
lives. But… I am here to challenge us to not be okay with just okay this year. This mostly revolves
around our intentionality. In a season where we tend to add more and more to our plate with a
self-imposed pressure to perform, maybe it would be wise of us to resolve, not to do more things, but to do fewer things with greater
intentionality.
Christian writer Frederick Buechner says, “Glory is God’s style.” Buechner notes that we see God’s style in “sunsets, starry nights, dust
storms, rainforests, garter snakes, and the human face – unmistakably the work of a single hand.” But God’s glory, God’s style, rises
and shines on a whole new level when God’s glory is made flesh – a Savior come, so that the world might come to know, in a word,
wholeness. 								
- Rev Mark Briley, “GUIDING LIGHT: In A Word” 1/6/18
As Harvard Avenue pastors gathered in retreat to pray over the needs and lives of the congregation, the challenge and
celebration of simply being in the world day to day, the word WHOLENESS kept rising as the theme that covered it all. How
can we move toward more ‘whole’ versions of ourselves: real, true, grounded, meaningful? How can we find that in our personal
relationships? How can we be more real with God? More true to each other? More engaged in meaningful work in this world
that needs us?
WHOLENESS is our congregational Star Word for the year. Alongside all our ongoing ministries and opportunities, we’ll include:
studies & events : Bible 101, enneagram, koinonia dinners, a gallery walk, nationally known preaching guests, a day of service
speaker series : leaders in the Tulsa community (politics, arts, faith, education, philanthropy) sharing stories of work, life, faith,
and future
a core values series : Be Loved * Believe * Become, brought to life: Who are we? How does HACC work? / Who are the Disciples
of Christ and what does it mean that we’re part of them? / What spiritual practices engage our faith and enliven our days?
AND we celebrate Harvard Avenue Christian Church turning 60 this year! Worship
remembrances, a dinner celebration, guests from near and far. And more!
Our individual Star Words don't come with special powers to suddenly make us what
we are not. We select words – or they select us – that we might have a handhold to
approach God, with open hearts, excited for the revelation of Christ in the world and in
us. What will our words inspire in us, challenge us to, correct for us, prompt us to push
against, and draw us to move toward? Only 2019, and God’s style and glory, will tell!

/'in,sīt/ (noun) the capacity to gain an accurate and deep intuitive understanding of person or thing.
In scripture, there is seeing and then there is seeing. The point is made in so many ways, but the spiritual bottom line is that there
is far more to reality than meets the eye. If one wants to obtain wisdom, he or she will need to gain insight; vision that offers a
depth of understanding beyond the mere appearance of things.
Unfortunately, it is so easy to settle on mere appearances. I have judged plenty of books—and people—by their covers. I have
become content with certain interpretations of the scriptures (often those that fit comfortably with my world view), knowing
full well that there is more life-giving wisdom to uncover. I often choose to see the world as I do my drive to work: using the
most convenient roads and observing the same familiar landmarks. But my Star Word has reminded me that there is more than
meets the eye. It has issued a challenge to me: “Will you do what it takes to gain a deeper understanding of yourself, the world,
and your place in it?”
If I’m up to the task—and that remains to be seen—I’ll need to do some things differently this year. I’ll need to build relationships
with people outside my safely crafted social spheres. I’ll have to challenge myself to take on activities that force me to think
outside the box. I’ll need to go to new places and look at the world from those vantage points. I’ll need to reawaken to myself;
to be curious about why I do the things I do (and the very things I hate, as the Apostle Paul says).
I’ve placed my Star Word card insight, directly below the computer screen in my office. My hope is that it will serve as a reminder
for me to look for that which lies beyond the mere appearance of things. And with God’s help, perhaps I’ll walk away from this
year having gained some insight.
Mark 8:23-25: Jesus took the blind man by the hand and led him out of the village; and when he had put saliva on his eyes and laid his
hands on him, he asked him, ‘Can you see anything?’ And the man looked up and said, ‘I am looking (βλέπω) at men walking around
like trees.’ Then Jesus laid his hands on his eyes again; and he looked intently, and his sight was restored, and he in-looked (εηεβλεψεη)
at all distinctly.
Kevin Howe
Community Pastor

It makes me think of creation (trees of every kind bearing fruit with the seed in it); of promises (I will
make you fruitful, I will make nations of you); and of the words of one woman who blesses another
(blessed are you, and blessed is the fruit of your womb).
But oh my goodness, what will this word mean for me? When I first drew my card from the collection
on Sunday morning, I held it for a minute before I turned it over. I had just received communion, so
I took a moment to close my eyes, breathe, listen to the music, give thanks. And then I turned the card, opened my eyes, and
there it was: FRUITFUL. What?
And so I sat with it. Between services I laid it on my desk (so I wouldn’t lose it!). In our second service, I thought about drawing
another card, and seeing which one I liked best! But then I took to heart the thing we’ve always said about these Star Words: We
choose them at random on purpose. So that there is some mystery at work in us. So that the word will emerge for us. If we say ‘This
is what I want my word to be…’ we’re already answering the question before it’s asked.
But this way, in choosing a word, and sticking with it even if I’m not sure exactly where it will take me … I remain open to the
leading of the Spirit, to what the sacred wisdom of the world will offer. It is so much greater than my own wisdom. God is so
much more expansive than I can direct or manage.
In my desk drawer I found the cards from five previous Epiphanies tucked safely inside. I sat my new card on top. On top of
conviction (2014 – the year we moved into the expanded building); independence (2015 – the year I met a NYT bestselling author
who continues to inspire me); advantage (2016 – the year I stood in my first public protest action); respect (2017 – the year I
travelled to Jerusalem); preparation (2018 – the year I went on sabbatical).
The journeys of each word have led me to now. To a year of wondering what new way God will possibly find to be faithful to me,
and what new card I might turn, to offer my faithful response.
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Courtney Richards
Connections Pastor

In a Word
Each year, Merriam-Webster submits to the masses a Word
of the Year. The word is selected by the simplest of terms. The
word looked up via their online dictionary more than any
other takes the prize. As the world seeks to define, and more
deeply understand, terms being used in politics, religion
and pop-culture, the go-to standard source of meaning
has long been good old Webster. Their Word of the Year for
2018? Justice. The entry was consulted 74% more than in
2017. This makes sense when you consider how central the
concept of justice was to many of our national debates in
the past year: racial justice, social justice, criminal justice,
economic justice. Our understanding of what we mean
when we use the word, justice, became more important
than ever. Meanings range from the technical and legal
to the lofty and philosophical. For many reasons, as the
people of Merriam-Webster attest, justice was on the minds
of many people in 2018.
It is amazing to me how poignant a single word can be
during any given season of our lives. Our church began the
practice of drawing a unique and individual focal word for
the year on Epiphany 2014. Epiphany, the first Sunday of
every new year, was chosen as the natural time to share in
this practice. As the Magi followed the direction given by
the star over Bethlehem to guide their sacred pilgrimage,
drawing Star Words in worship that Sunday became the
practice of our faith community. We are careful to note
that these non-duplicated words are not magic. They are
simply a tool for a person to explore, pray about, over, and
through, and as a way to discover that word’s presence in
their lives. It is an invitation to the spiritual discipline of
paying attention. Every year, many wrestle with their word
and amazingly report how it has become an important
presence in their lives.

Like the rest of our faith family, I drew a word at random on
Epiphany Sunday. My word? Helpfulness. Well? I hesitated
to show my wife. I wasn’t sure what might now be expected

of me. I went to my friends at Merriam-Webster to see
what they had to say about helpfulness. “The property of
providing useful assistance,” they said. “The quality of being
of practical use.” That makes sense I suppose. I went down
the rabbit trail they offered of words related to helpfulness.
Cooperation was the first listed which then led to words
related to cooperation. My favorites were cahoots (fun to
say), communion (central to our faith) and log rolling (well,
because… log rolling). I’m not sure how they stretched
that far but looks like I have some new hobby options for
2019!
I looked for helpfulness in the Bible. The Fruits of the
Spirit found in Galatians popped up first suggesting the
helpfulness of the spiritual practices of love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, generosity, faithfulness, gentleness and
self-control. Those certainly represented helpful qualities I
decided. John 16 showed up next, speaking of the Helper,
or Holy Spirit, Jesus would send to guide us in his physical
absence. ‘How could I be a spiritual help to someone in
2019?’ I wondered. Then Matthew 25 appeared with Jesus’
followers asking him, “When did we see you and not help
you?” Helpfulness, offered to the least of these, was Jesus’
demand of us. Which circled us back to matters of justice.
Hmmm. I’ve got some prayerful reflection ahead of me this
new year.
Do you have a Star Word for 2019? If so, how will you study
it? How will it challenge you? How will it invite you to
deeper levels of understanding? How might it transform
your spirit? (If you need a word, see us on Sunday!) The
year has just begun. Words will rise and fall in the world
and we’ll hit up Webster to find some common-ground
definitions of those very words. As always, however, we’re
most interested in how those words will transform our lives.
The Gospel writer said, “The WORD became flesh and dwelt
among us.” I’ll be dwelling with helpfulness in 2019… and
maybe enter a logrolling competition or two. Who knows?
The year is wide open!

Mark Briley
Lead Pastor
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July of this year will mark 14 years on staff at HACC and along with Pastor Darlene means I have been
around the longest of any of our current staff. I feel like I’ve learned most of the secrets and behind the
scenes workings of the church, but it is still a mystery to me how Pastor Courtney not only hand selects
the word I need for the year, but then somehow manages to get it to me when I pull my word out of
the pile. Although she swears the words we draw are random, I, along with many of you that I’ve had
conversations with, simply are not buying it.
2019 marks the 5th year we’ve “chosen” a word for the year and used it as a tool for reflection and growth. I’m always blown
away by the way they speak to us instantly and then continue to work on us throughout the year. The first year I drew the word
steadiness, which was so fitting as I tend to go overboard with things. Something grabs my attention and before you know it I’m
out the door or on the roof without a thought; only later realizing that more steadiness is certainly something I need in my life.
My word for 2015 was charity, which at first didn’t speak to me. I know charity is good and I try to contribute whenever I can, but
as the year progressed so did my mindset on what giving means and how often I’m presented with chances to give on a daily
basis. 2016 brought about stillness, which coincided nicely with the meditation kick that I began the fall before. 2017 brought
example, which was more than timely as I began to realize I had 2&1/2 year old Liam Jack beginning to repeat everything I said
- even the things said in traffic while I thought he was asleep in the backseat. Last January, 4 months prior to the birth of our
daughter Emma Kate I drew courage which is typically not something I struggle with, but in that moment needed more than I
can possibly express.
And now to this year. I waited until after the Sunday service to pick from from the youth pile Courtney left in my office. I turned
off the lights just in case that’s how she was watching. I shuffled the deck in quivering hands multiple times and drew from
the middle. Considerate. Apparently, this year she got some input from Jess... This year’s word spoke to me immediately. I often
speak before weighing my words and act before knowing things fully. I know this is an area of my life that needs more of my
attention and I am amazed how one word can speak to that so powerfully. I’ve had my word for almost 24 hours now and while
I know there is work to be done on my end too, I cannot wait to see how my word works on me in 2019.
Colt Stubblefield
Youth Director

A new Star Word already?! But I wasn’t finished with last year’s word: Laughing! It was so much better
than the last two which were both challenging - not literally, but categorically. Alas, I will keep laughing,
but join the community in moving on. With hesitation, I chose my word…..Seeking. First stop, the
dictionary with three options:
1) To go in search or quest of; 2) to try to find or discover by searching or questioning; 3) to try to obtain
Second stop, biblegateway.com with 143 Biblical references to seeking! So I begin my quest and land on the first reference that
speaks to me: Deut 4:29 – “you will find the Lord your God if you seek him with all your heart and with all your soul.” Many of the
other 143 references are versions of this early text.
The second reference that stands out is often quoted from Matthew 7:7 and Luke 11:9 – “Ask and it will be given to you; seek and
you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you.” Finally, from I Corinthians 10:33, “…for I am not seeking my own good
but the good of many, so that they may be saved.”
On the Bible Gateway site there is an option to see the verse in context, to pull up parallel versions, or to expand your view to the
whole chapter. I chose the Corinthians text to delve further into and found it helpful to look to the whole section, “The Believer’s
Freedom.” Interesting guidance there that applies to my daily life!
The next step for me is to print these scripture references and post them where I will see them regularly; places like my bathroom
mirror, car visor, and whiteboard in my office. Plans for my personal and ministry life need the influence of seeking God first. I
wonder what choices I will make differently this year because of the visual presence of these scriptures. I know one thing. I will
definitely keep laughing while seeking!
Darlene Martinez
Children's Pastor
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A new year. A new word. Time to pick my 2019 Star Word. And my word for the year is Ignite.
Upon looking at the card my initial reaction was to think of fire; what it means to light a fire when
you want to get someone to move faster! Next, I thought of what it means to catch fire, how a
thought or action catches fire and a movement begins.
How, I wonder, will God use my word through me? There are so many words used to describe ignite, like spark, excite, and rally,
just to name a few. Which, if any, of these descriptive words will I see play out in my life over the coming year? A new year. A new
word. I can’t wait to see what God will ignite in me and in those around me in 2019!
Nedean Geurin
Finance Manager

It’s the beginning of a new year, a time when we typically put away Christmas decorations and
make New Year’s resolutions. It’s also the time we pick our Star Word – something I look forward
to each January. On Epiphany Sunday I wait, somewhat impatiently, for the words to make their
way to me. I eagerly reach into the pile to find that word that will inspire and lift me to greater
heights of spirituality and enlightenment. I quickly turn the card over and with bated breath see
that my word for 2019 is… Approval. Wait, what? Approval? What does that even mean? How will I ever grow in enlightenment
and spirituality with that word?
As I begin the process of uncovering how I can possibly make this word meaningful this year, I have begun thinking of all the
ways I have sought approval. As a child, I looked to my parents, big brother and teachers; as a teen I sought it from my peers. In
my professional life, I have looked to bosses, co-workers and customers to see if I was meeting their needs.
But what does approval look like in my relationship with God? Am I more interested in pleasing man than God? Galatians 1:10
asks that same question: “For am I now seeking the approval of man, or of God? Or am I trying to please man? If I were still trying
to please man, I would not be a servant of Christ.”
Rather than follow my desire to return my Star Word and pick a new one, I have decided to accept the challenge of figuring out
what approval means for me this coming year. God has a great call on each of us to achieve a unique purpose and to serve Him
with all our hearts. By setting my focus on gaining God’s approval, I know He will continue leading me into that purpose and I
look forward to the opportunities He will provide for me to be a “servant of Christ”.
Christy Southard
Communications Director

Worship is alive and well at Harvard Avenue Christian Church! We offer two services. One is
Contemporary - The Rising (9:00) and the other is Traditional (11:00) Both services are vibrant
and healthy. I oversee and plan the music at the Traditional service so it’s interesting that my
Star Word is Tradition.
In the Traditional service at HACC, the choir sings, the organ plays, the congregation sings hymns from the Chalice Hymnal, and
the clergy and the choir wear robes. All of this is very traditional. However, very simply, worship is not for us. Worship is for God.
But we can lose sight of this truth when we focus too much on stylistic preferences. There can be profound worship in any style.
Worship should be about praise, confession, and forgiveness, and from worship there flows the desire to dwell in His presence
and to become more like Him.
Traditional worship is not backward looking. Worship at HACC is about coming together as God’s people in the presence of
God. It’s traditional, it’s contemporary, and it’s looking to the future. We want to find ourselves hidden in the One who died, was
raised, and will keep us to the end. That’s a worship tradition we should all embrace! See you Sunday morning!
Kelly Ford
Traditional Music Director
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Mark the Date!
January 10

Disciples Women 1:00 pm

January 10
		

Be Here! Membership Inquiry Event
6:30 pm (home of Hank & Cathy Leonard)

January 11

Parents Night Out 6:00 pm

January 17

Book Discussion Group 11:00 am

January 27

HACC Annual Meeting 10:00 am

Sunday Morning

9:00 a.m.–The Rising
10:00 a.m.–Sunday School
11:00 a.m.–Traditional Worship

Book Discussion Group

January 17 11 a.m. Room 217
The HACC Book Discussion Group will
meet on January 17 with a discussion
of Beneath a Scarlet Sky by Mark
Sullivan. Set in Italy during World
War II, this novel is an epic story of
courage, espionage, action, romance
and attempts to rescue Italian Jews
from the Nazis. You won't want to
miss reading and discussing this
page-turner. Please join us!

Next Newsletter - January 30

Visit us at www.hacctulsa.org

Office Hours: 8:30 am - 4:00 pm Monday - Thursday; closed Friday (918) 742-5509
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